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Armenians and the Cleansing of Muslims 1878–1915:
Influences from the Balkans

BRAD DENNIS

Abstract

Armenian liberationists and revolutionaries since the end of the Russo-Ottoman
War of 1878 looked to the Balkan model of political autonomy and independence
as inspiration for crafting a liberation strategy for the Armenians in Eastern Anato-
lia. In spite of the fact that more pragmatic revolutionaries attempted to convince the
Armenian community that the Balkan model would not work for the Armenians
because of demographic and geopolitical differences, the Armenian struggle for inde-
pendence from the Ottoman Empire was waged in a way that was similar to the
Balkan model. There is strong reason to believe that if the Armenians had had stron-
ger British and Russian backing and constituted a slightly higher percentage of the
population in the region of Eastern Anatolia that an independent Armenia would
have emerged in Eastern Anatolia and Cilicia much in the same manner that an
independent Bulgaria, Serbia, and Montenegro emerged in the Balkans. Given
this retrospective likelihood, the question of whether an Armenian state would
have taken steps to cleanse the indigenous Muslim population much like many of
the Christian populations in the Balkans did is relevant. This study explores the pro-
pensities exhibited in the Armenian community towards cleansing the Muslims over
a period of 8 decades stretching from 1828 to1915.

Keywords: Armenians; ethno-cultural cleansing; Muslims; Balkans; the Russo-
Ottoman War of 1877–1878; Russia; Europe

Introduction

This study looks at various documents written by British, Ottoman, and Russian officials,
Armenian and Bulgarian revolutionaries, and others involved in the conflicts in the
Balkans and WWI in order to explain (1) what effect the activity of Balkan Christians
against Muslims had on Armenians, (2) what evidence there is for an Armenian propen-
sity towards a cultural cleansing of Muslims in Eastern Anatolia during WWI and
earlier periods, (3) the reasons why Armenians may have preferred cleansing parts of
Eastern Anatolia of Muslims as opposed to other resolution options, (4) the extent to
which the propensity towards cultural cleansing emanated from top-down forces or
bottom-up.

Brad Dennis holds a Ph.D. from the University of Utah in history and wrote his dissertation and pub-
lished a few articles and chapters on relations between different ethnic groups in the late Ottoman
Empire, particularly the Armenians, the Kurds and the Turks. He occasionally teaches history and political
science classes at Utah Valley University. He is currently interested in victimhood narratives that are pro-
moted and leveraged for privilege, influence, and wealth, and the role of finance in this promotion.
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Cultural Cleansings in Context

Cultural cleansings,1 the process of removing a group with distinct cultural markers from
a particular region, have taken place in a variety of ways: organized mass deportation,
forced migration, land expropriation, forced assimilation, murder, the passing and enfor-
cement of laws and policies that discriminate against individuals because of particular
cultural identity markers, and prohibition and/or discouragement of particular cultural
markers, assemblies, and practices. In most of the former Ottoman Empire, the degree
to which different ethnic and religious groups were cleansed from regions seeking inde-
pendent statehood varies. Some cleansings involved multiple episodes of physical vio-
lence, threats, and coercion. Other cleansings are more prolonged and are more the
product of discriminatory measures and less harsh forms of physical violence than rash
violent action. Some cleansings are undertaken by highly organized movements, be
these state or non-state, and others are more the product of a particular zeitgeist that
enmeshes itself within the culture.

Evidence for the cleansing of Muslims from the Balkans, parts of Russia, Ukraine,
and the Caucasus is seen in demographic shifts over time. Some cleansings of
Muslims occurred in full over an extended period of time. In some areas of the
Balkans, Muslims barely have a presence in areas that they once inhabited. Turkish-
speaking Muslims, who populated Serbia from the sixteenth to the early nineteenth cen-
turies, vacated Serbia because of direct force and lack of economic integration by
1867.2 While Hungary used to be populated with Muslims in the 1600s,3 barely any
Muslims live there today. Other cleansings were partial and are perhaps better
described as “cultural thinnings”. The population of modern-day Bulgaria is approxi-
mately 8.8% Turkish, the majority of whom profess to be Muslims.4 This shows that
the efforts to purge Turkish Muslims from Bulgaria between the 1870s and 1918
abated when Bulgarian Christians took control and thinned out of the Muslim popu-
lation there. The same is true for the Crimean Tatars, whom Russia attempted to
purge through a combination of physical violence, intimidation, forced resettlement,
and legalized forms of discrimination between 1783 and 1900. Between Russia’s
annexation of Crimea in 1783 and 1800, somewhere between 100,000 and 300,000
Crimean Tatars emigrated.5 However, this did not result in the complete eradication
of Crimean Tatar cultural elements (at least not under the Romanov dynasty;
however, under the Soviets, the Crimean Tatars were almost completely driven from
the Crimean peninsula).6 The same cannot be said for Turks and/or Muslims in
Armenia. The most recent census records in 2011 record only 812 Muslims in
Armenia.7 The Armenian struggle for Nagorno-Karabakh 1988–1991 resulted in the
displacement of over 700,000 Azeris, nearly twice the number of Armenians who
were displaced during the war.8

It cannot be said that it is the nature of large land-holding governmental and non-gov-
ernmental entities to seek to culturally assimilate different cultural elements, even if cir-
cumstances may arise that make them undesired. Nor is the propensity toward cultural
cleansing a strictly modern phenomenon. Through the policy of heqin (marriage alliance),
initiated by Emperor Gaozu of the Han dynasty in second century BCE, Chinese leaders
gradually assimilated the Xiongnu tribes (who were pastoral nomads inhabiting modern-
day northern China, Mongolia, and Siberia who spoke an Indo-European language)
through a combination of force and marriage alliances into what became a larger Han
Chinese identity.9 On the other hand, the New Assyrian Empire displaced Jews, Ara-
maeans, and other cultures deemed potentially rebellious in 600s BCE.10
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In some cases, militarily powerful and organized groups have assimilated to the
regional cultures of the people that they dominate. In spite of the strong desire of
Genghis Khan’s Mongol forces to win battles throughout Asia at seemingly all costs,
his successors adapted to the cultures that they conquered. For instance, the Ilkhanids
adopted Islam. Mamluk leaders in Egypt, from Georgian, Turkic, and Circassian back-
grounds, maintained their language and military culture, but allowed the Islamic Arab
Egyptian culture to persist and flourish.

Tolerance of Minorities by the Ottomans and Armenian Kingdoms

The Ottoman Empire was historically tolerant towards Christians and Jews, whom they
allowed a number of special governing privileges. International war and separatist rebel-
lion led many Muslims in the Ottoman Empire to become more distrustful and resentful
towards non-Muslims. The Armenians can be identified as a people who developed a
deep religious, ethnic, and cultural tradition arguably beginning with their conversion
to Christianity. With the advent of the Ottomans into Armenian-inhabited territory in
Eastern Anatolia, some Armenians adopted Islam, notably the Hemşin Armenians who
dwelled in the Kaçkar Mountains.11 Many Armenians who converted to Islam in the
1890s and WWI, mostly by force and out of the hope of sparing their lives against
Muslim killers, changed their names and identities. Many in Turkey today are descen-
dants of these Armenians.12

Armenian kingdoms of the past did not seek to forcibly assimilate surrounding groups
to the kings’ religions, language, and cultural preferences. However, when Russia cap-
tured the southern Caucasus from Persia in 1828, the Muslim population in the region
decreased significantly, an indication that Armenians made them feel less welcome. Of
the 143,000 total inhabitants of the Khanates of Nakchevan and Erivan in 1826,
117,849 (82.5%) were Muslims and 25,151 (17.5%) were Armenians. Of the 164,450
inhabitants of the Armyanskaya oblast (province), the area of which corresponded with
the aforementioned khanates, 82,073 were Muslims and 82,377 were Armenians by
1832.13 While Muslims played a prominent role in the economy before 1820, Armenians
came to dominate all economic activity in the Armenian oblast by 1850.14 In the 1897
census of the Erivan governorate, 441,000 were Armenians (53%), 49,389 were Kurds
(6%), 313,176 were Azeris (37%) of a total population of 829,556.15

Armenians and the Question of Liberty from the Ottoman Empire

Since coming under Ottoman dominance in the 1500s, Armenians had been politically
conflicted over the questions of self-empowerment and liberty. Generally, Armenians
who sought to achieve political liberation for the Armenian community preached a
message of liberty from oppressive Muslim government control but with Muslims
instead of liberty both from Muslims and oppressive Muslim-controlled governments.
With the collapse of the Kingdom of Armenia in 1375 and the steady influx of Muslim
migrants to Armenian-inhabited regions in Anatolia and the Caucasus since then, Arme-
nians did not imagine a liberation attempt that would rid Muslims of any relatively large
swath of territory with a high proportion of Armenian inhabitants. What divided Arme-
nian liberationist thinkers was whether to achieve this liberty by working with Muslim
powers, such as the Ottoman Empire and Iran, or non-Muslim powers, such as
Russia, Austria, France, and Britain. Tactical matters also came to divide Armenian lib-
erationists, particularly after the Russo-OttomanWar 1877–1878. While some supported
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liberation through open peaceful negotiations, others favored violence, conspiracy, and
secrecy as means of forcing large-scale international diplomatic and military involvement.

Liberation attempts by Armenians on behalf of the Ottoman Armenian community
before the 1800s were rare. However, Russia’s territorial gains in the Caucasus, its
several wars with the Ottoman Empire, and the gradual fragmentation in the Balkans
during the 1800s caused an increasing number of Armenians to actively imagine a collec-
tive political future. From this new political environment grew an Armenian literary
renaissance that stimulated a growth in political consciousness among a wider swath of
the Armenian community. This political consciousness led to more diversified and in-
depth narratives about the Armenians’ political path forward. These narratives focused
on the seemingly dire situation of the Armenian peasantry in Eastern Anatolia and articu-
lated ideas for reform and liberation. Two predominant narratives emerged between the
end of the CrimeanWar in 1856 and the Russo-OttomanWar 1877–1878 that continued
to hold sway up until WWI. The first narrative sought to hold the Ottoman Empire to its
promise to establish equality among Muslims and Christians that it made as part of the
Ottoman Reform Edict 1856 (aka Hatt-ı Hümayun) under British guidance and sought
to pressure the Ottomans to make swift political reforms to improve the lot of the Arme-
nians in Eastern Anatolia. The second narrative was more cynical towards the Ottoman
Empire and actively sought Russian intervention in order to liberate Armenians politi-
cally.

Armenian political attitudes became increasingly diversified and divided after the
Russo-OttomanWar 1877–1878. The Patriarch of Constantinople Nerses Varzhabedian,
who held the highest ecclesiastical and political office in the Ottoman Armenian commu-
nity, encouraged liberation and reform through diplomatic negotiations with the
Ottoman Empire, and was particularly influential among the Armenian community.
He discouraged Armenian migration to Russia and encouraged Armenians to “remain
faithful to the Sultan”.16 He held the belief that Armenian-inhabited areas could
remain under Ottoman rule, but under Christian control, and that Muslims who were
dissatisfied with how the Ottomans had been governing the provinces would tolerate
life under Christian leadership.17 In attempting to persuade the British to drive a hard
bargain with the Ottoman Empire, he asserted to British Ambassador Henry Layard
that the “only thing… that could induce the Armenians to refrain from listening to the
advice of Russia to emigrate, and to be content to remain under the rule of the Sultan,
would be the appointment of an Armenian as Vali of Armenia”.18

On the other hand, Armenians favoring Russian intervention camp grew increasingly
strong. Influential pro-Russian Armenian thinker Grigor Artsruni encouraged Arme-
nians to migrate to Russia in order to form a more concentrated block. Amid the
Sheikh Ubeydullah revolt in Hakkari and northwestern Iran in 1880, Artruni’s pessimism
toward the idea of creating an independent Armenia in the east grew. He foretold of an
extermination of Armenians in the region: “the Kurds will devastate Hayastan [Armenia],
they will destroy the Armenians and this time the Armenian question will be resolved,
because the Armenians of Turkish Armenia will be eliminated”.19

The Rise of the Armenian Freedom Fighter

A new third attitude began to emerge in the aftermath of the Russo-Ottoman War 1877–
1878: one that supported political liberation through self-struggle without reliance on any
government power, be it Muslim or non-Muslim. Many Armenians freedom fighters
(called fedais who were similar to Bulgarian hayduks and Greek klephtes) believed in
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taking matters of social justice into their own hands. A number of Armenian secret
societies also emerged in the early 1880s, notably the Union of Patriots in Moscow
and the Protectors of the Fatherland in Erzurum, who advocated a liberation path that
was free of government elements.20 Although few Armenians remained fully committed
to trying to achieve liberation without the support of or through the conduit of existing
governments, an attitude of deep skepticism toward then-existing governments gained
strength among many Armenians around burgeoning socialist and anarchist cultures in
the Caucasus and Western Europe. The Hunchak and Dashnak revolutionary organiz-
ations, which were formed in Geneva in 1887 and Tiflis in 1890 respectively, came to
preach a method of liberation that was profoundly cynical toward large governments in
general. However, the thinkers of those organizations realized the need for some sort
of backing to achieve political goals.
The Dashnaks and Hunchaks had both endorsed terrorism as a legitimate method of

protest in their programs. While they both distinguished between peaceful Muslims
and oppressive Muslims, which they identified to be the Ottoman government and
Kurdish brigands, their violent methods led to the injuries and deaths of many innocent
Muslims and Armenians and caused many Muslims to more deeply distrust the Arme-
nians as a whole. Renowned historian of Armenian revolutionaries Louise Nalbandian
notes,

although there were expressions of a democratic attitude toward the Moslem
Turkish and Kurdish people in Dashnak and Hunchak official publications,
individual members of both parties (as well as members of the Armenakan
Party) often failed to put such principles into practice.21

While the Hunchaks were more committed to socialist ideas and Marxism22 and the
Dashnaks more committed to nationalism, the two groups were similar in tactics and
ideology. Yet, jealousies, personality conflicts, and power and status struggles kept the
two groups from being able to establish any lasting accord. Between 1887 and 1896,
the Hunchaks dominated political activism. Both parties tried to instigate the government
to launch an attack on Armenians in Eastern Anatolia in order to gain the attention of the
Great Powers with the hopes that they would leverage the Ottoman state to create politi-
cal reforms for the Armenians, which would gradually lead to an autonomous Armenian
state within the Ottoman Empire. This tactic worked in 1894 when Hunchak member
Hamparsum Boyajian mobilized Armenians in the area of Sasun, historically populated
by semiindependent Armenian groups, to launch an attack against Kurds whom they sus-
pected of brigandage against Armenian peasants in the region. In response the Ottoman
army and local Kurdish groups waged a brutal attack against Armenians in the region
killing around one thousand. While this attack attracted the attention of the Great
Powers, who launched an investigation and forced Sultan Abdülhamid II to draw up a
new reform proposal for the Armenians, Armenian autonomy did not come about. In
fact, the announcement of reforms spurred a much larger attack against Armenians
that lasted from October 1895 until the fall of 1896, which resulted in the deaths of
around one hundred thousand Armenians.23

However, since the Great Powers were loath to disrupt the delicate balance of power in
Europe, they desired not to repeat the diplomatic debacle that eventually led to the
Russo-Ottoman War 1877–1878. While they condemned Sultan Abdülhamid II’s gov-
ernment for the massacres, they did little to hold the Ottoman government accountable
for direct involvement in the massacres or force the Ottoman government into any lasting
political solution.
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Reinvention of the Armenian Revolutionary Post-1896

Having failed to attract the international attention they wanted, and also having lost many
of their members to the massacres, Armenian revolutionary movements in the Ottoman
Empire waned for about five or six years after 1896. The Hunchaks would never fully
recover their organizational capabilities. On the other hand, the Dashnaks managed to
grow considerably beginning in the early 1900s. By 1905, the Dashnaks claimed
166,000 militants (which constituted about five percent of the Armenian population),24

thus replacing the Hunchaks as the leading revolutionary party for the Armenians. They
proved themselves to be effective fighters in the 1905–1907 clashes with Azeris, thus
establishing their credentials to a greater extent among Armenians in the Ottoman
Empire.25 As the Dashnaks expanded, diversity of opinion and attitude grew in their
ranks. Many Dashnak leaders who were formerly involved in terrorist activity became
proponents of accords with liberal Muslim activist groups. At the same time, many
Dashnak members and sympathizers throughout the Ottoman Empire were deeply skep-
tical of Muslim populations and idealized liberation from Muslims.

Among the Muslims the ideas of liberation gained momentum with the Young Turk
revolution and subsequent restoration of the Ottoman constitution in 1908. Not long
after the event, the Hunchaks promised to cease revolutionary activity and to support
the integrity of the Ottoman Empire.26 The Representative Council of the Dashnaks
declared on 1 September 1908 that they recognized the integrity of the Ottoman
Empire, that “Turkish Armenia was inseparable from the Ottoman Empire”, and that all
millets and nations within the Ottoman Empire were equal.27 However, the more radical
current of the idea of liberation from the Muslims flowed stronger after the massacres of
Armenians in Adana in 1909. The event caused Armenian revolutionaries to revert to
previous distrust and skepticism towards different Muslim groups in the Ottoman
Empire and towards different elements within the Ottoman government itself. In response
to the massacres, the Hunchaks at their sixth congress adopted a resolution to organize
“self-defense units”.28 However, given the specificity with which Hunchak pamphlets,
which were distributed among Armenian villagers in Eastern Anatolia, instructed villagers
in methods of combat, it is reasonable to believe that the Hunchaks were teaching the vil-
lagers how to engage in guerrilla tactics and wage a full-scale revolt.29

While many more moderate Dashnak andHunchak elements tried to negotiate accords
with various Muslim elements of the Ottoman Empire, they did not appear to have a
united front or full control over their members. In January 1912, British Ambassador
to the Ottoman Empire, Gerard Lowther, informed British Foreign Secretary, Sir
Edward Grey, that many local Armenian villagers were “taking the law into their own
hands” and that Dashnak weapons smugglers had managed to arm the Christians
throughout Eastern Anatolia, and especially the district of Muş very well,30 an indication
that Armenian groups anticipated an armed struggle with Muslims.

On the eve of the Balkan Wars, Armenian revolutionary groups were no closer to
forging united goals with each other than they had been. Armenians remained deeply
divided about how they viewed the best means of achieving liberation within and/or
from the Ottoman Empire.

The Influence of Bulgaria on Armenian Revolutionaries

Beginning in the mid-1870s, during which a series of violent conflicts broke out in Bul-
garia and other parts of the Balkans, the political experience of Bulgaria began to resonate
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deeply with many in the Armenian community. The creation of the Principality of Bul-
garia as a result of the Treaty of Berlin 1878, which settled the Russo-Ottoman War of
1877–1878, caused many Armenians to think of the Bulgarian model of liberation as a
viable way to empower Armenians in the Ottoman Empire. Migirdich Khrimian, an
Armenian cleric who had campaigned vigorously for the Ottoman government to recog-
nize and alleviate the suffering of Armenian peasants in Eastern Anatolia through reform
in the 1860s and 1870s and who headed a delegation to Berlin in 1878 to negotiate for an
autonomous Armenia, gave a speech upon his return from Berlin, urging armed resist-
ance in the Armenian community. In his famed “Iron Ladle” speech that he gave after
returning from the Congress of Berlin, he expressed his deep disappointment with the
Great Powers, extolled the Armenian rebels in Sasun, Shadakh (Çatak), and Zeytun,
and promoted the idea that the armed rebels in the Balkans had managed to garner inter-
national attention and achieve independence due to their violent tactics of rebellion:

And I truly say that next to the Gharadagh [Montenegrin] and Bulgar delegates
[at the Congress of Berlin in 1878] there were several brave youth; blood was
dripping from the sabres hanging from their sides… at that time I turned my
face making believe that I was searching for my Zeytountsi, Sassountsi, Sha-
dakhtsi or other brave mountaineer or peasant. But where were they?…Dear
and blessed Armenians, upon returning to your fatherland, each of you take a
gun as a gift to your friends and relatives. Again and again, arm yourselves!
People, place the hope for your liberation on yourselves. Use your intellect
and muscle. Man must toil himself in order to be saved.31

The social experience of the Bulgarians and the OttomanMacedonians (a group of Chris-
tian Slavs, mostly Bulgarian- or Macedonian-speaking)32 resonated more with the Arme-
nians than that of any other ethnic group in the Balkans. Both groups had concepts of
larger ethnic domains that once dominated the territory before the Ottoman conquests,
both groups were thinned out because of Muslim migrations between the fourteenth and
nineteenth centuries, and most importantly both groups had a large agrarian base which
was dominated by large land-holding Muslims groups. Nationalist thinking emerged
among the two after the 1877–1878 Russo-Ottoman War, which was relatively late
when compared with Greek, Serbian, Bulgarian, and Romanian nationalist movements.
The Bulgarians and other non-Muslim Balkan groups influenced the Armenians, who in
turn influenced the Macedonian revolutionaries. According to Hratch Dasnabedian and
Mikael Varandian, two of the leading historians of the Armenian Revolutionary Federa-
tion, the Armenians actually influenced the creation of the first Macedonian Revolution-
ary Party in the 1893.33

The Bulgarian experience was inspirational for the Dashnaks and Hunchaks. In their
journals and correspondence among each other, they talked of the Bulgarian insurrection
of 1876, the atrocities committed against Bulgarians, the freedom-fighting activities of the
hayduks,34 interpellation in parliament, and Russian political and military intervention.35

They strongly entertained the idea of a model of political liberation for the Armenians
that was based on the Bulgarian model.

Armenians Populating Bulgaria

The Armenians of the both the Principality of Bulgaria and the Ottoman-controlled Bul-
garian-inhabited provinces never constituted a large percentage of the total population.
According to the 1906 Ottoman census, the Armenians in the vilayets of Selanik
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(921,329 total population) and Edirne (1,133,796 total population) numbered 637 and
26,144, respectively.36 According to statistics published in 1905 by the Armenian Gre-
gorian church, Armenians in Principality of Bulgaria numbered 12,62237 out of a total
population of just over four million.38 Nonetheless, revolutionaries found Bulgaria an
attractive place to conduct operations, especially because it was close to the Armenian
community in the western part of the Ottoman Empire, and because Bulgaria, after
achieving autonomy in 1878, was sympathetic toward the Armenian revolutionary
cause but was not big or powerful enough to exploit it for its own political ends, as was
the case with Russia.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many Armenians expulsions from Walla-
chia, Moldova, Crimean, and Kamenets as well as the spread of disease, famine, and
war pushed Armenians in those regions to migrate to the more fully state-controlled Bul-
garian-inhabited zones of the Ottoman Empire. During this period Armenian commu-
nities formed in Yambol, Ruse, Sofia, Razgrad, Provadia, Silistra, Shumen, Veliko
Turnovo, Stara Zagora, Varna, Haskovo, Silven, Pomorie, Burgas, and other areas.
Everywhere the Armenians went in Bulgaria, they built distinct Armenian churches,
engaged in a number of crafts and trades, and established guilds. The Armenian commu-
nities had a deep connection with Bulgarian Christians. Under the Turnovo Consti-
tution, the Bulgarian Principality granted the Armenians equal rights as well as
autonomy with their communities after achieving autonomy within the Ottoman state
in 1878. This made Bulgaria an attractive destination for Armenians fleeing persecution
in the 1890s who fled mainly from Istanbul by boat to the coastal towns of Varna and
Burgas.39

Beginning of Armenian Revolutionaries in Bulgaria

Armenian revolutionary activity in the Balkans began in the mid-1880s in Ruse where
Armenians met to discuss ways to emulate the Bulgarian model and free the Armenians
from the Ottoman yoke.40 Activist Vartkes Serengiulian, a Dashnak activist imprisoned
by Ottoman authorities in 1896, spent time in Bulgaria after his release and before
going to Van to help organize the ranks of the Dashnaks there.41 By the early 1900s,
Armenian revolutionaries established a sturdier footing in Bulgaria and coordinated
their political goals with many Bulgarian revolutionaries. In 1903, Dashnak organization
convened its third conference in Sofia where attendees agreed to work with the Internal
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (IMRO), plan the assassination of Sultan
Abdülhamid II, and organize a fund-raising effort among the wealthy Armenians living
in Bulgaria.42 Bulgaria became a Dashnak center in 1905 when influential Dashnak
leader Rosdom established a military academy in Plovdiv (Filibe).43 Balkan and Arme-
nian revolutionary elements met in 1906 to put forth a resolution to form a united
front against the sultan to topple his regime, replace the sultan’s regime with a consti-
tutional government, and seek self-rule for Armenia, Macedonia, and Bosnia–Herzego-
vina and a federative system for smaller groups in the Balkans.44

Armenian revolutionaries managed to win the support of Bulgarian government
leaders in achieving their political goals as well. In a meeting between Armenian revolu-
tionary leader Andranik Ozanian and Bulgarian minister of defense Mihail Savov on 30
May 1906, the latter agreed to allow the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (ARF) to
ship arms from Vienna through Bulgaria, transport weapons to any Bulgarian port that
ARF leaders chose, train twenty Armenian students per year in the Bulgarian Reserve
Forces Academy. If the ARF promised to aid and assist the Bulgarian-Macedonian revo-
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lutionaries in Ottoman Macedonia, it would supply them with explosives, machine guns,
and special equipment usage training.45

In spite of the warm relationship between Bulgarian and Armenian revolutionaries,
between 1906 and 1908, more liberal Dashnak thinkers and specifists (orthodox Marxists)
attempted to persuade the Armenian community to reject the Bulgarian model of political
liberty as viable for the Armenians in Eastern Anatolia. They argued that since the Arme-
nians were too small in number and thinning out because of Armenian migrations to
Russian territory, Muslims in Armenian-inhabited areas were becoming increasingly
politically conscious as evidenced by market revolts, that the Armenian case was unique
and that political liberation was best achieved by a collective action against Sultan Abdül-
hamid II’s regime. They strongly encouraged a union with other Turkish, Kurdish, Azeri,
and Persian activists and strove toward a constitutional government.46

Armenians in the First Balkan War

Upon the outbreak of the Balkan War in 1912, the Ottoman Armenian community was
divided over which side to support. Many remained loyal to the Ottoman state and fought
alongside their compatriots. According to German Protestant missionary Johannes
Lepsius,

the Armenian press and all Armenian parties from all called on Armenians to be
loyal to the administration and to carry out their duties as citizens. The Arme-
nian populations behaved themselves well, and the Armenian soldiers who
heeded the call had fewer captives and battlefield clearers than the Turks.47

According to N.N. Gordlevski, a Russian observer during the war, the Armenian parties
promised to gather 40,000 soldiers from the Armenians for the Ottoman government.
Some 8000 Armenians fighting for the Ottomans were wounded. The sacrifice of these
Armenians was praised greatly in Turkish papers.48

Balkan War correspondent Leon Trotsky notes that the Committee of Union and Pro-
gress (CUP) encouraged the participation of Bulgarians, Greeks, and Armenians in the
Ottoman army, but were berated by their Muslim commanders. Their inclusion in the
army “destroyed the belief [among Muslims] that Islam [was] the one and only moral
bond between the state and the army, thereby introducing the gravest spiritual uncer-
tainty into the mind of the Muslim soldier”.49 One Armenian prisoner of war said that
the Christians were ill-prepared for battle:

Before the revolution we didn’t serve in the army, but now they called us up by
age groups, as reservists. They gave us twenty days’ training altogether. That
was enough, maybe for maneuvers, but far from enough for real war. None of
us knows how to fire a rifle, and some don’t even know how to hold one.

He added that the Muslim officers were incompetent at battle strategies, most of them
being reserves (ihtiyat and redif) and not regulars (nizam). The Ottoman army fought
“without conviction or purpose” and the officers often cleared the battlefield at the
first signs of setback.50

Another Armenian noted the prejudiced attitudes of Muslim officers towards Chris-
tians in the Ottoman army. One officer whipped an Armenian reservist’s head so badly
that he had to be bandaged simply because a bag of peas fell from a horse that he was
leading and spilled out into the road. The offended officers yelled, “Ugh, you giaour
[heathen]” after whipping him.51
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Armenian Volunteers in the Balkan War

Three hundred Armenians from throughout the Ottoman Empire, Europe, and Russia,52

a small yet significant number, volunteered to fight on the side of the Balkan League’s
750,000 soldiers.53 Under the leadership of Andranik Ozanian and Garegin Nzhdeh,
the Armenian detachment was commissioned to fight the Ottomans first at Momchilgrad
and Komotini and its environs, and then later Ipsala, Keşan, and Malkara, and Tekirdağ.
Nzhdeh is remembered in the radical Russian newspaper Kievskaya Mysl, which pub-
lished Balkan War correspondent Leon Trotsky’s observations, as a committed military
man with a strong sense of camaraderie and discipline. He served as an instructor at a
military academy in Sofia where he would spend “ten hours a day teaching [soldiers]
the secrets of the art of drills”. He was described as becoming “hoarse from the giving
commands and speeches”. For Nzhdeh, battle against the Ottoman state was part of a
sacred cause. One soldier recalls him being “very brave in battle who never left the battle-
field”. When the first combatant fell, Nzhdeh “went up to him, kissed his forehead, and
said, ‘this is the first martyr’”.54

Not all reports were so rose-colored, however. According to one Ottoman report,
Andranik and his men intimidated Armenians fighting on the Ottoman side to
abandon their posts and “slaughtered helpless Muslim women and children, filled
mosques with the elderly and the young and burned them alive, and turned Islamic
places of worship into churches in Rumeli, Edirne, Keşan, Malkara, and Tekirdağ”.55

The Armenian volunteers in the Balkan States’ struggle against the Ottoman Empire
were unorganized and undisciplined, and appeared to fight with more anti-Ottoman
passion than other soldiers. Armenian volunteers, alongside other soldiers and volun-
teers, physically harmed civilian Muslim populations, both settled populations and
those fleeing from areas occupied by the Balkan rebels. Trotsky observes that in some
areas,

the Turks burned and massacred as they fled. The local Christians, where they
had the advantage, burned and slaughtered as the allied armies drew near. The
soldiers finished off the wounded, and ate up or carried off everything they
could. The partisans, following at their heels, plundered, violated, burned.56

The Balkan War cut Andranik and Nzhdeh’s teeth for what was the much larger struggle
of the Russian invasion of the Ottoman Empire in WWI. It is unclear as to whether they
had a direct hand in the more horrific attacks committed by Armenians in the war. Yet
even if they did not directly order such attacks, it is highly likely that they turned a
blind eye to them and did little to correct more savage cultural trends surfacing in Arme-
nian revolutionary currents. Andranik made a noteworthy statement in an interview with
Trotsky: “I never engaged in hostile acts against the peaceful Turkish population; I fought
only against the beys and the government”. He added, “I am not a nationalist. I recognize
only one nation: the nation of the oppressed”.57 Yet the reported actions of the Armenian
detachment, if indeed true, would tell a much different story.

Growing Fear and Pessimism During and After the Balkan Wars

Hope for continued life under the Ottoman Empire began to wane significantly among
the Hunchaks and Dashnaks during and after the war and a palpable fear of being
killed gripped many revolutionaries. The Hunchaks were particularly pessimistic in
their outlook towards the Ottomans. In December 1912 the Hunchak Central Commit-
tee declared in their journal that the Ottomans “turned out to be, not doctors, but veter-
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inarians; and not even that, but, rather, butchers killing animals in a slaughterhouse”.58

Paranoia of a Muslim-perpetrated massacre was reiterated in March 1913:

When the least occasion offers…Turkish nationalism, which, today, has the
government of the country in its grip, will, without hesitation, ruthlessly mas-
sacre the Armenians, as a historical necessity. And, this time, it will massacre
them more mercilessly than in 1895–6, more violently than during the Cata-
strophe of Adana. The psychology that makes for massacres is an abiding
one; it has deep roots… It is also plain that the old and new representatives
of Turkish nationalism have no desire whatsoever to accept the idea of the exist-
ence, development and vitality of the Armenian people.59

However, unlike the Dashnaks, who were growing in strength, funds, and numbers, the
Hunchaks were strapped for money. At the Seventh Congress in Constanta in 1913, the
party had only 48 franks to its name. They were unable to acquire new weapons.60

Dashnak elements also shared the paranoia. During the war, they worried greatly about
the Balkan League defeating the Ottomans. Simon Zavarian, one of the three founders of
the Dashnaks, said, “if the Turks are defeated, they will naturally seek to avenge them-
selves on the Armenians, who constitute the weakest group and cannot defend them-
selves”.61 Anxiety increased in Dashnak ranks because of the large number of Balkan
Muslims who sought to escape the wrath of Balkan League fighters and vengeful Chris-
tian groups by seeking refuge in Armenian-inhabited areas of the Ottoman Empire.
Vahan Papazian, the Dashnak’s deputy for Van, said of the Muslim refugees, “we
feared that, like locusts, they would devour everything the Armenians possessed and
carry out a new massacre of them. Such was the government’s diabolical plan”.62

The Russian Consul of Bitlis noted in a report to the Russian ambassador in Istanbul
dated 24 December 1912 that during the Balkan War the Dashnaks had a tremendous
influence on public opinion of Armenians in the region and that it took “great pains to
instigate clashes between the Armenian and Moslem population, so as to give rise to a
critical situation which would attract Russian intervention and prepare the ground for
the invasion of the country by Russian troops”.63 The Dashnaks were much more effec-
tive at weapons distribution. According to Garo Sasuni, Dashnak member and prolific
historian,

when we look at the Dashnak activity between 1908 and 1912 and compare it
with activity in 1913 and 1914, we see that few weapons were acquired
during the first period, but during the last two years weapons acquisitions
were doubled, especially in Armenian-inhabited rural areas.64

Revolutionaries Still Conflicted on the Eve of WWI

The question of how best to achieve liberation weighed heavy on the minds of Armenian
revolutionaries up until the outbreak of WWI. An analysis of available documents reveals
that they hemmed and hawed over whether liberation could be achieved through contin-
ued cooperation with the Ottoman government or by Russian-backed rebellion. British
Consul J. Molyneux-Seel’s observations indicate that in 1913 many Armenians were
planning a rebellion. He noted in February 1913 that the Dashnaks were arming Arme-
nians throughout the vilayet of Van and telling the villagers that the “Turks will revenge
themselves for the loss of their European provinces by a general massacre of Christian
inhabitants and that they must therefore put themselves in a position to defend their
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homes and families”.65 Molyneux-Seel noted in a piece of correspondence to Lowther on
4 April 1913 that the Armenian revolutionaries had “thrown off any pretense of any
loyalty they may once have shown, and openly welcome[d] a prospect of a Russian occu-
pation of the Armenian vilayets”.66 He also reported that Dashnak revolutionaries in
some cases coerced villagers to buy weapons. In one instance, a Dashnak weapons
dealer told a villager to buy a weapon. When the villager said that he had no money,
the dealer told him that he must sell his oxen for the weapon. When the villager asked
how a weapon would help him reap his harvest during sowing season, the dealer
“destroyed his oxen with his pistol and departed”.67

The Consul of Van wrote in January 1914 that the Armenians in Van were reported to
be “better armed than the Kurds”. They had in their possession some older Martinis dis-
tributed by the government as well as newer arms acquired by smugglers, including
Mauser pistols and rifles, the former of which was light, small, and easy to hide in cloth-
ing. Armenians in Van were willing to pay three times the real value of a weapon thus
making Van an attractive and lucrative destination for Dashnak weapons dealers.68

Alliance-Making Among Revolutionaries

Not all revolutionaries were preparing for conflict, however. Some held onto hopes of a
gradual transition towards Armenian autonomy through the conduit of the Ottoman
state. Hunchak revolutionaries were committed against the ruling Committee of Union
and Progress but forged an alliance with the Liberal Union (Iṫtilaf Fırkası). Leaders
Sabah-Gulian and Paramaz plotted an assassination of the three men governing the
Ottoman Empire, Enver, Talat, and Cemal, at the seventh Hunchak congress in Con-
stanta in August 1913. They obtained 20,000 francs from the Liberal Union to undertake
the plots. As justification for his action, Sabah-Gulian cited his belief that the Ottoman
government was plotting forced assimilation and removal.69

At the ARF’s Eighth World Congress in Erzurum in August 1914, representatives
agreed that if Russia invaded the Ottoman Empire that Armenians should fight to
defend Ottoman territorial integrity. In the event that the Ottomans launched an attack
on Russia, which is how the Ottomans actually entered the war, representatives stated
that they could not answer this properly unless they had more information, indicating
a reluctance to pledge loyalty to Russia or attempt a fully separatist movement all at
once.70

During the summer of 1914, Dashnak representatives Rosdom, Arshag Vramian, and
Aknuni met with delegates of the Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) Bahaeddin
Şakir, Ömer Naci, and Hilmi Bey at Erzurum. The CUP delegates promised provisions
for an autonomous Armenian state in Erzurum, Van, and Bitlis in exchange for their col-
laboration against the Russians by inciting Armenian rebellions against them to help the
Ottomans occupy Transcaucasia. The Dashnaks made insincere promises of loyalty to
the Ottoman state in the event that conflicts broke out throughout the Ottoman
Empire but said that they could not incite revolts.71

Recent decision to and instigations of Armenian strategists envisage the follow-
ing moves: to preserve their loyalty in peace to the administration pending the
declaration of war. If war in declared Armenian soldiers in the Ottoman
Army will take shelter on the enemy side with their arms. If the Ottoman
Army advances, to remain inactive, if the Ottoman Army retreats, to form
armed bands and hinder transport and communications. The above infor-
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mation based on documentary evidence was filed from Provincial authority of
Muş.72

It should be noted that many Armenians played a dual role in relation to the Ottoman
Empire. For instance, Karekin Pastermaciyan Efendi (aka Armen Garo), who planned
the raid on the Ottoman bank in 1896, helped organize the volunteer units, and joined
the Van resistance in 1915, was also a former member of the Chamber of Deputies,
elected by constituents in Erzurum in 1912.73

WWI, Rebellion, and Cleansing

Not long after the Germans declared war on the Triple Entente, but before the entry of
the Ottomans into the war, Illarion Ivanovich Vorontsov-Dashkov, Russian Governor
General of the Caucasus, met with the Armenian bishop and Armenian mayor of Tiflis
as well as Dashnak activist Hagop Zavriev and urged them to create an Armenian volun-
teer unit. Before a decision was reached to form the unit, Armenians were gathering
throughout Transcaucasia ready to embark on a military invasion of the Ottoman
Empire. Some Armenians, notably Hovhannes Kachaznuni, Simon Vratsian, and
Sahak Torosian, were in disagreement with the creation of the unit, claiming that the
Ottomans could use it as a justification to kill Armenians.74

At the regional congress held in Tiflis on 13–14 September 1914, Dashnak leaders
decided that it would be appropriate to form volunteer units to fight on the side of
Russia. The Executive Committee would be headed by Rosdom, Armen Garo, Simon
Vratsian, Ishkhan H. Arghoutian, and several others. Andranik, Hamazasb, Keri, Dro,
Armen Garo, Vartan would serve as the military leaders for the units. Andranik
headed the battalion moving towards Azerbaijan, Dro headed the battalion headed for
Van, Hamazasb the battalion going to Sarıkamış, and Keri the battalion headed for
Olti. Andranik and Dro moved their battalions towards Bitlis after the capture of Van.75

On 17 September 1914 the day after the receipt of a message from Russia’s ambassador
to Turkey saying that “war seemed inevitable”, Tsar Nicholas II issued a proclamation to
the Armenians, in which he declared:

The Russian people proudly remembers its glorious Armenian children. [Ivan
Davidovich] Lazarev, [Mikhael Loris] Melikov [Armenian generals] in the
Russo-Turkish and others fought alongside their fellow slaves for the greatness
of their country. Your age-old loyalty to me to pledge that you are waiting for
these glorious days to fulfill all your responsibilities with an unwavering belief
in the ultimate success of our armies and rights. Armenians, unite with your
blood brothers under the scepter of the king, finally, you will find sweet
freedom and justice!76

Violence Against Muslims in Russia

Russia promised autonomy to the Armenians in the six vilayets on the condition that the
Armenians gathered at Echmiadzin enter the war on the side of the Russians. When the
Ottoman Empire declared war, calls for violence against Muslims were shouted on the
floors of the Duma (the Russian advisory assembly that played a quasi-legislative func-
tion). Bishop Matthew in Orenburg called on Christians to avenge the Christian blood
that was shed by Attila the Hun, Genghis Khan, and Timur Khan. He called on the
Russian Orthodox church to enter the battle in order to liberate the Hagia Sophia from
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heathen control and restore lands formerly held by the Greeks to their Christian glory.
Chief of Staff of the Russian Caucasus Army, General Nikolai Yudenich, granted Cath-
olicos Georg V’s request for 250 rifles and ammunition. He further granted the request of
Armenian villagers in the Gyumri (Alexandropol region) for 1200 rifles and 24,000 car-
tridges. The Russians also supplied Armenian rebels at Zeytun with weapons. Both
Hnchaks and Dashnaks joined the volunteer units.

Russian leaders sensed more of an incentive to preserve Muslim lives than did radical
Armenians. The Russians anticipated a long reconstruction project in conquered areas
that would require human bodies to till the soil, harvest crops, tend animals, and trade
in order to keep the economy vibrant. Plus, the Russians had long administered over
Muslim-inhabited regions and thought their occupation to be manageable as long as
they thinned them out, much as they had the Circassians in the mid-1800s. Russian com-
manders at the same time sensed a deep and almost paranoid hostility of Armenian revo-
lutionaries towards the Muslim populace in Eastern Anatolia. Alexei Podgurski, the
major general of the First Corps of the Caucasian Army sent a telegram to Colonel Gri-
golia of Sarıkamış and the Russian officials at Oltin and Kağızman, ordering them to
make the utmost concerted effort to “prevent the Christian population from robbing
and plundering Muslims”. He added that those who did would be brought before a
court martial and face severe punishment. Perpetrators were to be disarmed, detained,
and brought to justice.77

In the 19 February 1915 issue of Iqbal, a newspaper published in Baku, it was reported:

We have information that on the battlefields in the Ottoman borders Muslims
suffer incredible disaster: they slaughter men, and kidnap the women forcing
the children to flee to the mountains and forests and leaving the whole area in
ruins…Refugees go naked and hungry.78

The brutality of the Armenian volunteers made the Russians mistrust them. Russian
intelligence intercepted a letter written by Arshak, an Armenian volunteer fighting in
Van, which read:

Certain sections of the [Russian] government are hostile towards the Arme-
nians. The [Russian] press claims that it is not time for [Armenian] autonomy
and that they have made a bad impression on neighboring peoples and Arme-
nian circles. The heroism of the [Armenian] volunteer [units] has experienced
miracles, but the Chief of the Caucasus Army hates the Armenians. This is why
in official writing he has urged changes that will be to the detriment of the Arme-
nians. They have complained about the Armenians to the Vicar. Our excessive
preparation has made government circles increasingly worried and made them
reduce the number of volunteers, give them poor weaponry, and force them to
fight on the front lines.79

Russians and the Armenian Volunteers

The Russians were uneasy with the idea of Armenians mobilizing and concentrating to be
able to form an independent Armenia after the war. In April 1915, General Nikolai Niko-
layevich Yudenich wrote to Count Vorontsov Dashkov that the

It is intention of Armenian [revolutionary leaders] to send their refugees to
populate lands abandoned by Turks and Kurds. I find this unacceptable,
since it will make it difficult for us to reclaim lands occupied by Armenians or
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prove that pieces of land do not belong to them, which is what happened in the
aftermath of the Russo-Ottoman War [1877–1878].

Yudovich went on to recommend that the Russian government populate the “Eleşkirt,
Diadin, and Bayazıt” valleys with Don and Kuban Cossack colonizers.80

The Armenian rebellion in the Ottoman Empire began organically. There had arguably
been politically rebellious trends among the Armenians since the end of the Russo-
Ottoman War 1877–1878. As revolutionary organizations formed, attacks tended to
increase in number and in scale, although they waxed and waned depending on numer-
ous political factors. Many of these were isolated attacks that were inspired by revolution-
ary thought, although not necessarily directly connected to revolutionary organizations.
Armenian attacks against Muslims increased after Russia entered the war against
Germany on 4 August 1914.81 By December 1914, rebellions in the Van province had
become more organized and methodical, as evidenced by the fact that Armenian rebels
cut telegraph lines, killed postmen, and police officers.82 Ottoman authorities regularly
uncovered caches of weapons at Armenian homes and churches indicating numerous
plans for rebellion that probably did not become coordinated until WWI was underway.

The Armenian Rebellion at Van

In early February 1915, Armenians at Van declared victory in the city against the Otto-
mans in a piece of propaganda distributed to Russian military officers. They portrayed
the feat as a religious victory much like the Crusaders taking Jerusalem:

Today Van is in the hands of the Armenians. The thirty-day rebellion under the
leadership of Aram [Manoukian] has turned to victory…This incident is remi-
niscent of the taking of Jerusalem by the people of the cross. Everywhere church
bells bring news of these good tidings. Thus the city of Van has been saved from
Turkish and Muslim domination.83

For months after the declaration of victory, however, Armenian rebels in Van continued
to struggle against Muslim groups. On 20 April 1915 Governor Cevdet Paşa of the Van
province claimed that Armenian rebels opened fire at police stations and burn Muslim
houses there. Four days later the governor reported that four thousand Armenian insur-
gents from the environs entered the Van area who engaged in highway robbery and
attacked and burned villages leaving thousands of women and children homeless.84

As a result of famine, combat with the Russian army and Armenian volunteers, conflict
with local groups, and disease during the war, the following percentages of Muslims per-
ished: sixty-two percent of the Van Province, forty-two percent of the Bitlis Province,
thirty-one percent of the Erzurum Province, and twenty-six percent of the Diyarbakır
Province.85 From 1914 to 1915, about 128,000 Muslims died at the hands of Russian
forces and Armenian volunteers, and an additional 40,000 died in areas that were occu-
pied by Russian and Armenian forces 1917–1918.86

Motions Toward Cleansing Muslims

Some Armenian rebels referred to their acts of rebellion as cleansing. In one Russian
operative report, an Armenian rebel is described as saying:

on July 12[1916], our valiant soldiers occupied Erzincan, thus completing the
Armenia’s cleansing of Turks [ochishchenie Armenii ot Turok]. Thirteen
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numbers of troops continued to pursue the retreating Turkish army. In Erzin-
can there was another cache [of weapons] seized containing 500 hand grenades,
1000 shells, and 600 cartridges.87

On 28 August 1915, a telegraph from Constanta Embassy to the Ministry of the Interior
revealed an article from the Romanian newspaperDiminencatze that revealed the words of
an Armenian committee member named Bosian describing what had happened in Van:
“The Armenians occupied the arsenal. Turkish soldiers were repelled and the Armenian
flag was raised. Armenians and Russian soldiers cleansed Turks from the city”.88

A testament to the destructive force of the Armenian revolutionaries in Van in 1915 is
the report of Captain Emory H. Niles and Arthur E. Sutherland Jr. who investigated
Eastern Anatolia in 1919 for the United States Congress. According to their report,
out of 6500 Muslim houses in Bitlis before the war, none were left intact. By contrast,
out of 1500 Armenian houses before the war, 1000 were left intact in 1919. In the city
of Van, 3400 Muslim houses stood before the war, but only 3 remained in 1919. On
the other hand, 3100 Armenian houses stood before the war and 1170 remained in
1919. At Bayezid, where the Russians had a greater presence, a greater number of
Muslim houses remained standing (960 before and 600 after compared with 190 Arme-
nians houses and 90 after) than in Van and Bitlis. Nonetheless, the destruction of Muslim
houses there was substantially larger in number and percentage than the destruction of
Armenian houses. Niles and Sutherland also estimated the number of villages that
remained intact in the Van province as yet another indication of the scale of Armenian
destruction. Before the war, 1373 Muslim villages were intact, but 350 in 1919. A com-
bination of 299 purely Armenian villages and mixed Muslim-Armenian villages were
intact before the war, and 200 in 1919.89 This suggests that as Armenians retreated,
they sought to destroy Muslim houses as best as they could and erase whatever artifacts
of Muslim culture they could from the region.

Armenians destroyed Muslim holy sites almost completely from the province of Van,
even to a greater extent than did the Russian soldiers.90 Documents sur les Atrocités
Arméno-Russe contains dozens of eyewitness accounts of atrocities committed by Arme-
nian and Russian soldiers in Eastern Anatolia in 1915.91 These included rape, pillage,
plunder, forced removal, and horse theft. The evidence is strong that Armenian revolu-
tionaries attempted a massive revolt in Van before the Ottomans forcibly deported Arme-
nian intellectuals from Istanbul on 24 April 2015 and before Ottoman parliament passed
on the 27 May 1915 Tehcir Law, which authorized the government to deport all Arme-
nians from the Ottoman Empire.

Conclusion

The findings of this study are that many Armenians’ general impressions of the experi-
ence of the Christians in the Balkans led them to believe that Muslims naturally exhibited
a propensity towards violence against Christians when they perceived a loss of power and
that violence and armed resistance against Muslims was the only viable option to achieve
freedom. It was hard for the leaders of Armenian revolutionary groups, who had become
increasingly organized and nuanced in their thinking about means of achieving autonomy
with Muslims, to restrain the visceral reactions of hostility of local Armenians towards
Muslims. Rapid escalation of conflicts throughout the Ottoman Empire after the
Young Turk revolution of 1908 left Armenian revolutionary leaders little time to try to
harness the rapid changes in the collective emotions of many of their own lower-
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ranking elements and non-affiliated Armenian rebels. Socialist idealism gave way to dis-
criminatory ethnoreligious nationalism.
What underlay the propensity towards cultural cleansing against the Muslims among

many Armenians were the following factors. (1) The idea that they were victims primarily
of oppressive measures by dominant land-holding Muslims, (2) that the Ottoman admin-
istration was biased towardsMuslims and against non-Muslims and therefore overlooked
indiscretions and gave light sentences to offenders, (3) that non-Muslims were entitled to
protections and equality (or even political superiority) and had to seek them from other
non-Muslim states, (4) that non-Muslims were entitled to some degree of political auton-
omy, based on the models of Bulgaria, Montenegro, Greece, and Serbia, (5) that Muslim
populations had to be thinned out in the region in order for non-Muslims to be able to
dominate, (6) that Muslims would not relinquish control easily and might attack out of
self-defense, (7) that the Ottoman administration, or other Muslim states such as
Persia, would use non-Muslim anger as an excuse to reduce autonomy formerly
granted to non-Muslims, and that (8) Muslim ire would grow increasingly stronger
with non-Muslim attempts to gain power.
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